District-leadership Licensure Program

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

- Application to the Graduate School with the degree code G41D
- Three recommendations* from supervisors and/or professional peers of which at least one must be from a supervisor that attests to your potential as an administrator. (*Recommendations are facilitated through the online application.)
- Evidence of a professional teaching license, a professional school specialist license, a professional clinical license, a professional leadership license, OR a full vocational certificate.
- A five-hundred word statement that discusses your leadership experience (formal/informal; professional/non-professional). The applicant must be specific as to his/her leadership experience detailing the goals and outcomes of the applicant's leadership experience. The statement of purpose will be analyzed for evidence of leadership ability and writing skill.
- Minimum grade-point average (G.P.A.) of 3.25 for the first 30 hours of graduate course work leading to a professional education license from an accredited institution

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

The District School Administrator Program requires 21 credit hours of course work.

EL 884 (3): Leadership in Vision, Collaboration and Planning [offered fall and summer]

EL 953 (3): Financial Support of Education [offered in the summer]

EL 956 (3): Human Services Leadership [offered in the fall]

EL 963 (3): Policy and Politics in Educational Leadership [offered in the spring]

EL 964 (3): Administrative Supervision of Special Education [offered in the spring]

EL 992 (6): Superintendency/Internship [offered in the fall and spring]

Once you have been admitted to the program and successfully completed all course work, and obtained the requisite score on the School Superintendents Assessment, please contact Tierney Mount (tierney.mount@wichita.edu) (316-978-6952) with requests for licensure.
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